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Abstract—This paper presents the mathematical formulation
and control architecture of a stochastic-predictive energy man-
agement system for isolated microgrids. The proposed strat-
egy addresses uncertainty using a two-stage decision process
combined with a receding horizon approach. The first stage
decision variables (Unit Commitment) are determined using
a stochastic Mixed-Integer Linear Programming formulation;
whereas the second stage variables (Optimal Power Flow) are
refined using a Nonlinear Programming formulation. This novel
approach was tested on a modified CIGRE test system under
different configurations comparing the results with respect to a
deterministic approach. The results show the appropriateness of
the method to account for uncertainty in the power forecast.

Index Terms—Microgrid, stochastic programming, energy
management system, model predictive control, optimal dispatch,
OPF.

NOMENCLATURE

Parameters
∆tkt

Time between steps kt and kt + 1
ηingESS

,ηoutgESS
ESS charge & discharge efficiencies

πω Probability of scenario ω
A1, A2, A3, b1, B1 Recourse matrices in SUC
dp, dc, ds Costs of power generation, curtailment and load

shedding
Ic Matrix to extract the commitment variables from xt
Irw Matrix to extract the RE-based generators from P̂ω

t

n Number of hours for SUC look-ahead window
Rup, Rdn Maximum ramp-up and ramp-down of units
a1 Parameters relevant to first-stage restrictions on SP
b2ω

, b3 Parameters relevant to second-stage restrictions on SP

Variables
E Vector of steady-state internal voltage phasors of

synchronous generators [p.u.]
I Vector of steady-state line current phasors [p.u.]
V Vector of steady-state line voltage phasors [p.u.]
P̂ω Vector of power generation in scenario ω [p.u.]
P̃ω
grw Vector of RE power generation in scenario ω [p.u.]
P out,P in ESS output/input power [p.u.]
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Pcurt, Pshed Generation curtailment and load shedding [p.u.]
SoC State of charge of an ESS [p.u.]
ug Binary start-up decision variable
vg Binary shut-down decision variable
wg Binary commitment status variable
xt First stage variables on the SP

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROGRIDS have received great attention from the
research community over the last decade [1]. This

interest is driven by their potential to reliably integrate in-
termittent Renewable Energy (RE) sources in a decentralized
fashion, and enable the realization of the smart grid concept.

Several contributions to Energy Management System (EMS)
controls in microgrids have been presented in the literature,
ranging from decentralized approaches mainly focused on
grid-connected microgrids to centralized approaches that are
more suitable for isolated microgrids [2]. For grid connected
applications the, EMS is only required to allocate the energy
sources economically within certain power quality standards,
because voltage levels and frequency are determined by the
main grid. In stand-alone microgrids, the task of keeping
the generation-load balance requires the Distributed Energy
Resource (DER) units to control voltage and frequency while
allocating the resources in the most efficient and secure way,
which becomes more challenging.

Given the multiple control tasks and different requirements
of isolated microgrids, a hierarchical structure is the natural
choice for their adequate operation and control [3]. Figure
1 shows the different control actions and variables assigned
to each layer in a centralized hierarchical control structure;
time frames associated with the tasks in each layer must be
properly separated in order to prevent interference. For these
isolated microgrids, the dispatch algorithm should be designed
to ensure reliable and economical operation of the system [4],
[5]. Given this requirement, the EMS should be able to account
for the uncertainty associated with intermittent energy sources,
and efficiently dispatch the available Energy Storage Systems
(ESSs).

The present work concentrates on the secondary control
level, also known as the microgrid EMS for applications
in isolated microgrids, as illustrated in Fig. 1, following
the definitions in [6]. Thus, dynamics of the system in the
order of seconds or faster (e.g., transient stability, voltage
and frequency regulation), which are typically addressed at
a primary control level, are not considered in this work. A
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Fig. 1: Hierarchical centralized approach to control of micro-
grids.

centralized EMS operates by solving an optimization problem.
Previous works have used various optimal dispatch formula-
tions such as linear programming [7], non-linear programming
[8] and meta-heuristic methods [9], to determine the least-
cost solution. A more detailed power flow model is used
in [10], where the authors study the effect of imbalance by
using a three-phase power flow model and Receding Horizon
Control (RHC). However, these approaches do not consider the
uncertainty explicitly in the mathematical formulation; instead,
they use an arbitrary reserve equation combined with RHC.
The management of uncertainty in generation dispatch is a
challenging problem, particularly in the context of isolated
microgrids, in view of the need of demand-supply balance.
Given the relevance of this particular issue for this paper, a
detailed discussion of uncertainty handling in power systems
and the various proposed approaches are presented in Section
II.

The EMS architecture and algorithm herein proposed have
been designed to produce the most suitable dispatch strategy
for an isolated microgrid, while considering a detailed rep-
resentation of the intermittent and dispatchable DERs, loads
and distribution network. With this in mind, a two-stage
decision process is proposed in order to obtain mathematical
formulations suitable for real-time applications. The proposed
approach builds on existing EMS developments by presenting
a novel stochastic-predictive EMS architecture that directly
accounts for uncertainties in the problem formulation, and
features a highly detailed representation of the network and
DERs. Also, a thorough analysis of different operational
conditions and EMS options, and their impact on the EMS
performance is presented. The forecasting and scenario gen-
eration techniques are important elements in the operation
of the proposed approach; however, the development of such
tools is outside the scope of the paper. Thus, the analysis of
the performance of the forecasting and scenario generation
engines is not discussed here.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section
II presents a review of different approaches to address un-
certainty in power systems dispatch, justifying the proposed
EMS architecture, operational requirements, and the underly-
ing control principles to manage uncertainty. The description
of the algorithm, mathematical models and implementation
are discussed in Section III. Section IV presents the test
microgrid and discusses the simulation results for various case

studies. Finally, in Section V, relevant conclusions and the
main contributions of this paper are highlighted.

II. EMS ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS

A. Review of the EMS Problem Under Uncertainty

Managing uncertainty in power systems operation is a
cumbersome task, as it requires a combination of flexibility,
robustness and security criteria [11]. The most common ap-
proaches can be classified under the following four categories:
• Deterministic with close tracking: This methodology con-

sists of a close tracking of the realization of uncertain vari-
ables in the problem with small time steps (i.e., 5-minutes),
solving the dispatch problem using the most current infor-
mation, and including an explicit reserve requirement [12].
This approach handles uncertainties indirectly by frequently
updating solutions in small time steps, whose size depends
on the particular application, in order to closely follow
the changes in uncertain variables. However, it requires
the forecasts to be refreshed at every calculation, making
this type of method very data-intensive and difficult to
implement.

• Robust Optimization: In this technique, a suboptimal so-
lution is obtained by optimizing the decision variables
considering a single worst case scenario over an uncertainty
set, the size of this set is adjusted to balance optimality
and robustness [13], [14]. There are important challenges
related to the structure and description of the uncertainty
set and its relation with the RE power (generation from RE
sources) forecast accuracy. If not conveniently defined, the
structure of the uncertainty set may lead to computationally
intractable problem formulations.

• Chance-constrained Optimization: This method minimizes
the dispatch cost given a probabilistic description of uncer-
tainty without considering recourse actions, and is hence a
single stage approach. The method assumes that random
variables have known PDFs, or that can be reasonably
approximated by a number of scenarios [15]. These models
include constraints that do not need to hold surely, but
instead hold with some probability [16]. One important
drawback of this method is that, if the decision maker
chooses high confidence levels, it requires an accurate rep-
resentation of the uncertainty in the tails of the distribution
to produce meaningful results.

• Two-stage Stochastic Optimization: This type of formulation
minimizes the cost of the first stage plus the expected
cost of the recourse, given a discrete representation of the
uncertain variables, which may lead to large-scale problems.
The solution is obtained by breaking down the problem
into first and second stages, in such a way that first-stage
variables must guarantee feasibility for all second-stage sce-
narios [11], [17]. As discussed later in the paper, advanced
scenario generation techniques can be used that do not
require precise information of the probability distribution of
the forecast error, and intrinsically consider the accuracy of
the forecasting systems, while respecting the inter-temporal
correlation of the variables.
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Fig. 2: (a) Deterministic vs (b) Stochastic approach to UC

The later approach used in this paper accounts for uncer-
tainty directly in the formulation, combining the benefits of
Stochastic Programming (SP) and RHC into a two-stage deci-
sion making process. This architecture is capable of obtaining
the least-cost dispatch while complying with requirements of
the EMS regarding uncertainty and ESS management. The
application of the these two principles in Unit Commitment
(UC) and dispatch applications is discussed next.

1) UC SP approach: In principle, a deterministic UC
implicitly considers that a prediction will hold for a given time
step ∆t; however, the realization of such prediction will not
necessarily correspond to the forecasted value. Furthermore,
using a smaller time step ∆kt, the power fluctuates around
the forecasted value. These deviations and mismatches have to
be corrected, otherwise they lead to expensive load shedding,
generation curtailment or even infeasibility. Figure 2 show-
cases the differences between the stochastic and deterministic
UC approaches.

Thus, a two-stage SUC formulation is an MILP problem
able to find a first-stage solution that provides probabilistic
guarantee of feasibility for a finite set of possible scenarios,
thus, improving the ability of the system to perform corrective
actions without requiring load shedding and generation cur-
tailment. Fig.2-(a) shows a wind power forecast with hourly
time steps and the realization of the wind power in a higher
time resolution. Even though hourly-average forecasts, such
as the ones considered in the SUC, can be very close to the
realization, when looked at with a higher time resolution, the
wind power might have greater fluctuations; this can render
the solution of a deterministic UC infeasible for certain intra-
hour wind power scenarios. In contrast, Fig. 2-(b) shows that
by using several hourly-average scenarios, it is also possible
to provide immunization against intra-hour resource variations,
assuming that the intra-hour ramping rates are not an issue and
fluctuations are contained within the extreme scenarios. The
Stochastic Unit Commitment (SUC) should be able to satisfy
the constraints in the look-ahead window for any scenario in

Fig.2, generated with the information available at time t.
The solution of an SUC vis-a-vis the solution of a determin-

istic UC may produce a more expensive realization of first-
stage variables, but will reduce the need for load shedding
or generation curtailment to compensate for deviations in the
second-stage problem. This is known as the difference between
the price of perfect information and the value of the stochastic
solution [18].

A stochastic version of UC, proposed in [19], seemed
unattractive due to its computational complexity; however,
this has changed with the appearance of more powerful
computational tools. Thus, in [20], the authors formulated
a two-stage stochastic programming model for reserve com-
missioning using weighted scenarios, solving it using a dual
decomposition algorithm. In [21], a short-term market clearing
algorithm is developed accounting for variations from power
forecasts, and presenting a comprehensive comparison with
the worst-case approach. A system operation tool based on
security constrained SUC is presented in [22], considering
random disturbances such as outages and load forecasting
inaccuracies.

In spite of the advancements and wide range of applications,
SUC has not been applied to real-time dispatch of large power
systems due to the computational burden and solution times.
Nonetheless, in the case of microgrids, these obstacles are
less of an issue due the smaller problem scale. For instance,
a two-stage stochastic MPC model is proposed in [23] for
operational planning of the microgrid considering a multi-
objective framework to account for emissions; in this work,
the authors consider linearized models in order to maintain
the tractability of the problem as an MILP. A multi-objective
operation planning model is presented in [24], where the
authors propose a stochastic dispatch model to determine the
day ahead purchases from the grid as the first-stage, and the
uncertainty associated with the RE sources is represented using
discrete scenarios; the result is a Pareto front available to the
decision maker to select the final operating point. A scenario-
based EMS model for grid-connected microgrids is proposed
in [25], where a heuristic logic combines a master SUC with a
slave distribution system OPF solved by a third-party software,
and the model is tested generating the dispatch signals with
a 24-hour look-ahead window; however, the authors rely on
historical samples as scenarios for both solar and wind power
without further discussion.

2) Model Predictive Control in Dispatch Problems: The
control mechanism where the instantaneous solution is ob-
tained by solving an online finite-horizon open-loop optimal
control problem is known as Model Predictive Control (MPC)
or RHC [26]. The optimization problem is solved for a
sequence of control actions over the whole finite horizon at
each time-step, so that a selected performance criterion is
optimized; however, only the command for the next time-step
(t+ 1) is implemented.

This type of formulation has been reported in [27] as a
means to optimally dispatch all available resources, including
intermittent energy sources. The application of MPC as a
control technique to efficiently optimize microgrid operation
is presented in [28], where the authors discuss the issues of
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Fig. 3: Proposed EMS internal structure.

ESS modeling.
The use of RHC in EMS applications considers the impact

of future conditions on the present operation of the microgrid,
and accounts for the uncertainty of input data (forecasts of
load and intermittent generation) by continuously updating the
optimal dispatch of units based on the most recent information
available. The impact of future conditions needs to be consid-
ered in order to handle time-coupling constraints, and make a
proper use of storage resources in time. In [29], this technique
is used for the dispatch of hydrogen storage together with a
wind power plant in a power market, where updated wind and
market price forecasts are available at each time step.

3) Shrinking Horizon Control Optimal Power Flow:
Shrinking Horizon Control (SHC) or Batch- process control
is a variant of the classical MPC, where the look-ahead
window is reduced with each successive control action. This
characteristic of SHC might produce undesirable effects such
as reducing the ability of the algorithm to improve solutions as
the horizon is reduced, which could also lead to infeasibility;
however, this approach can be useful in cases where it is
necessary to maintain a boundary condition at a fixed moment
in time [30]. This control technique is commonly used in
chemical engineering processes, and extensively discussed in
[31], [32].

In power systems applications this technique has been
recently used in [33], where the authors develop a bi-level
model for mitigation of cascading failures using energy stor-
age. SHC is applied in order to address the short-comings
of MPC when new measurements are not available after a

transmission line trips, and allows limiting the use of load
shedding only to a fixed moment in time, at the last step in
the look-ahead window.

In the present work, a SHOPF is proposed in order to
optimally accommodate intra-hour dispatch variations while
maintaining a fixed boundary condition for the SoC of ESSs
given by the solution of the SUC. This mechanism prevents the
SHOPF from using all the energy stored in the ESS, ensuring
a minimum SoC for the operation of the microgrid beyond
the horizon of the SHOPF. The proposed approach considers
three-phase unbalanced power flow constraints and operational
limits of the microgrid.

The underlying idea of using SHC is similar to the one pre-
sented in [33]. That is, given that the commitment decisions
and target SoC may change with every calculation of the SUC,
extending the horizon beyond the next SUC calculation may
result in a false perception of future system conditions by the
SHOPF. The detailed sequence of calculations in the proposed
algorithm is presented in the next section.

B. Proposed EMS Architecture
The proposed algorithm features a two-stage decision mak-

ing process, where a linear SUC is used to determine the com-
mitment, and a non-linear Shrinking Horizon Optimal Power
Flow (SHOPF) performs the final dispatch. As illustrated
in Fig. 3 two look-ahead windows are used simultaneously
depending on the stage of the process. This structure allows
to have different time resolutions and levels of detail for these
two problems, and enables the use of appropriate forecasting
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techniques, depending on the required resolution and look-
ahead window length as described in [34].

To accommodate the two time resolutions, different time-
step are used for each problem; a 1-hour step (t) is used for
the SUC and a 5-minute step (kt) is used for the SHOPF. The
algorithm time-lines shown in Fig. 4 are the following:

• The SUC is solved for time t with a n-hour look-ahead
window in order to obtain the commitment decisions and the
State-of-charge (SoC) of the storage for time t + 1, which
serves as boundary condition for the SHOPF dispatch to
meet all possible scenarios. The solution is issued to the
SHOPF with a 15-minute lead to the corresponding time
t. The scenarios are generated every hour, with every new
n-hour look-ahead forecast.

• Based on the SUC solution, an SHOPF is executed 15 min-
utes before the t, providing sufficient time for calculations
and corrections if required. Thus it starts with an initial
75 minute or 15 5-minute kt steps look-ahead window, see
Fig. 4, this window shrinks as time gets closer to the next
hour, in order to maintain the same frontier condition (a
lower limit of the SoC of ESSs). Thus, the SHOPF does
not consider other than the nearest hour, until a new solution
of the SUC is available. The forecast used by the SHOPF
has a 5-minute time resolution and is updated every 5
minutes, in order to use the best information available. The
frontier condition obtained from the SUC solution allows
the SHOPF to indirectly consider future system conditions
(beyond the nearest hour) in the operation of ESSs, and
prevent the charge of ESSs to be depleted within the SHOPF
horizon. The SHOPF calculates the final dispatch every 5
minutes, and requests corrective actions in case reactive
power shortages are detected within its look-ahead window.
The corrective action is performed by adding auxiliary
variables that provide very expensive reactive power support,
which is not physically available from the units committed
by the SUC stage. When this variable is non-zero in the
solution of the SHOPF, additional units are committed by a
new run of the SUC in order to provide the required levels
of reactive power support.

1) Length of time-step and look-ahead windows: By lim-
iting the length of ∆kt to five minutes, the EMS is able to
incorporate in the decision making process relevant operational
constraints such as ramping limits, time-delays bigger than
5-minutes, short-term reactive power limitations and handle
intra-hour variations of wind power; without conflicting with
system dynamic controls that operate in smaller time frames.
The selection of a 15-minute lead time for solving the SUC is
directly related to the overlap between the look-ahead windows
of the SHOPF when transitioning between the shortest and
the longest look-ahead window. In this way, the architecture
reduces the chances of the SHOPF not providing a new
solution, or “giving up” [33], given the short length of the
look-ahead window. Also, this characteristic provides spare
SHOPF solutions in cases where the SHOPF with the longest
look-ahead window faces convergence problems.

III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Developing the proposed algorithm in the form of a single
mathematical program will result in a large-scale mixed-
integer non-linear problem with no realistic applicability,
particularly for real-time dispatch; thus, the execution of the
aforementioned EMS architecture is described with indepen-
dent mathematical formulations for each stage. The SUC
assumes a network-less model of the microgrid, whereas
the SHOPF is formulated as an ac unbalanced power flow
formulation with ABCD matrix representation of the network
elements. The non-linear model is presented next, followed by
the stochastic formulation.

A. Non-Linear Modeling for SHOPF

To fulfill the requirements for proper system representation,
the proposed SHOPF features a three-phase model of the
network, and is capable of accounting for the effect of system
unbalances and reactive power requirements of the microgrid.
This model is based in the three-phase ABCD parameter
matrices with phasors in rectangular coordinates presented in
[35], [36]. A thorough description of the equations used in
the SHOPF model is presented in [10], and some of the key
modeling details are described next.

The synchronous generators can be seen as a special case of
an element in series, with an ABCD matrix relating terminal
and internal currents and voltages. This ABCD matrix can
be built using the internal impedance matrix of the generator,
which in turn is obtained from the sequence-frame reactances
of the machine [37]. This internal and terminal currents and
voltages in a synchronous generator are related by:[

Egs

Igs

]
=

[
I Zgs,abc

0 I

] [
V gs

Igs

]
∀gs (1)

The following equations are required to ensure a positive
sequence internal voltage in the synchronous machine:

Ea,gs + Eb,gs + Ec,gs = 0 (2)

|Ea,gs | = |Eb,gs | = |Ec,gs | (3)

Inverter-interfaced DERs are modeled as an equivalent
voltage source per-phase, with a limit on the maximum neutral
current, which is set to zero in the case of 3-wire voltage-
sourced-converters. Inverter losses are modeled as a function
of the output current, using a quadratic term (resistive losses)
plus a constant loss factor.

Directly-connected induction generators are modeled as a
special case of series element. In this case, the featuring ABCD
matrix relates terminal voltages and currents with internal
voltages and currents at the negative resistance used in the
induction machine equivalent circuit to represent the power
input: [

V gi

Igi

]
=

[
V st,gi

Ist,gi

]
=

[
Agi Bgi

Cgi Dgi

] [
V rt,gi

Irt,gi

]
∀gi (4)

The entries of the ABCD matrix can be obtained from the
sequence-frame model of the induction generator, by properly
applying a sequence-to-phase transformation [37]. The induc-
tion generator model is completed by the relation between
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voltages across and currents through the equivalent internal
resistances of the machine.

For energy storage, two positive variables, P out
gESS

and
P in
gESS

, are created to capture charging and discharging cycles
of ESS separately, as follows:

PgESS
= P out

gESS
− P in

gESS
∀gESS (5)

And the required SoC balance constraints are represented as
follows:

SoCgESS ,kt+1 = SoCgESS ,kt
+(

P in
gESS ,kt

ηingESS
−
P out
gESS ,kt

ηoutgESS

)
∆tkt

∀gESS ,∀kt
(6)

In order to avoid simultaneous charging and discharging of the
battery, the following complementarity constraint is included
in the SHOPF:

P out
gESS ,kt

P in
gESS ,kt

= 0 ∀gESS , ∀kt (7)

This constraint is normally fulfilled even if not included in the
model, as discussed in [10]; however, in some rare cases the
SHOPF might use simultaneous changing and discharging of
ESS units in order to absorb power from the system without
affecting its SoC [38].

Additionally, the SoC of each ESS is limited by its max-
imum and minimum storage capacity. This model captures
several ESS technologies such as batteries and electrolyzers,
hydrogen-storage and fuel-cell sets, using different efficiency
parameters and the addition of conversion factors in each case.

Other operational constraints are necessary to ensure the
ramp-up and ramp-down limits of DERs are not exceeded, as
follows:

Pg,kt+1 − Pg,kt
− ug,kt+1P

max
g

≤ Rup,g∆tkt ∀g,∀kt
(8)

Pg,kt
− Pg,kt+1 − vg,kt+1P

max
g

≤ Rdn,g∆tkt ∀g,∀kt
(9)

Maximum and minimum DER power output constraints are
also included in the models, and the output is forced to zero
if the unit is not committed by the SUC.

Finally, the following objective function considers both
DERs’ heat-rates and the cost of generation curtailment and

load shedding.:

z =
∑
kt

[(∑
g

agP
2
g,kt

+ bgPg,kt
+ cgwg,kt

+ Csupug,kt + Csdnvg,kt

)
+ dsPshed,kt

+ dcPcurt,kt

]
∆tkt

(10)

where renewable energy-based DERs and ESSs are assumed
to be zero cost, and the binary variables (wg,kt

, ug,kt
, vg,kt

)
defined the SUC algorithm and fixed for all kt. The positive
variables Pshed,kt

and Pcurt,kt
are included in the problem

definition in order to provide the SHOPF with enough re-
sources to handle load-generation imbalances, given that the
microgrid operates in an isolated fashion. The SHOPF problem
then consists on the minimization of the total cost z in (10),
subject to the aforementioned constraints, and corresponds to a
non-convex Nonlinear Programming (NLP) problem. As with
classical OPF formulations, non-convexity is introduced by
the power balance equations at each bus of the system, which
involves the calculation of real and reactive power from bus
voltages and current injections [10]. Thus, the solution of the
SHOPF is only guaranteed to find a local optimum if proper
initial guesses are provided.

B. SUC Model

The SUC is formulated as a fixed-recourse, two-stage
stochastic problem. This type of models are based on the
concept of first and second stage actions, where the first
stage is minimized given the knowledge of a finite set of
discrete scenarios. The results is an equivalent Mixed-Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) problem, which in the case of
the proposed microgrid EMS, the objective is to minimize the
cost of the UC as a function of the binary variables (wg , ug ,
vg), and calculate the target SoC of the ESS for the next time
step t+ 1.

Each scenario is defined by the pair {(P̃ω
grw)t, πω}, where

(P̃ω
grw)t is a sequence of vectors P̃grw,t representing the

generation of RE-based units at time t for scenario ω, and πω
is its probability. The recourse matrices (A1, A2, A3, B1) are
assumed fixed, i.e. not affected by the outcomes of the random
variables [39], [16]. Hence, for this particular application, the
two-stage, fixed-recourse SP can be formulated as follows:

min
T∑

t=1

[
cᵀxt + . . .
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∑
ω∈Ω

πω ·
(
dᵀpP̂

ω
t + dcP

ω
curt,t + dsP

ω
shed,t

)]
(11a)

s.t. A1Icxt ≤ 0 ∀t (11b)
t∑

t=t−Mtime

At
2xt ≤ a1 ∀t (11c)

b1P̂
ω
t + Pω

shed,t − Pω
curt,t ≤ b2ω,t ∀t ∀ω (11d)

P̂ω
t+1 −B1P̂

ω
t ≤ b3 ∀t ∀ω (11e)

A3Icxt + Pω
g,t ≤ 0 ∀t ∀ω (11f)

IrwP̂
ω
t = P̃ω

grw,t ∀t ∀ω (11g)

where xt corresponds to the first-stage variables: binary vari-
ables for shut-down, start-up and commitment status of a
generator, and SoC of the ESSs at t + 1. The cost function
(11a) has the following parts: the commitment cost and,
for each scenario, the linearized generation cost function for
every unit, and penalties for load shedding and generation
curtailment used to avoid infeasibilities in the second stage;
thus, the SUC formulation has complete recourse. The con-
straint (11b) corresponds to restrictions relevant to the binary
variables, such as start-up and shut-down logic, and constraint
(11c) corresponds to the restrictions for the minimum-up and
minimum-down times. Constraints (11d)-(11f) correspond to
all the restrictions relevant to the dispatch variables that are
subject to uncertainties power balance, max-min limits of the
units and ramping rates given by (8) and (9). Constraint (11e)
includes the ESS restrictions, given by (5) and (6), for steps
greater than t+1. Finally, (11g) forces the generation from RE
sources to be equal to their expected values, for each scenario,
where Irw is a matrix used to extract the RE-based units from
P̂ω
t . In the proposed approach, b1 is a row vector of ones used

to add up all the generation from the units to perform power
balance.

Formulation (11) will produce a different solution for every
possible S ∈ Ω, where Ω is the set of RE power scenarios. The
solution will also include the load shedding and generation
curtailment for each scenario, which will be used to asses
the adequacy of the dispatch. The lack of additional stages of
uncertainty unveiling (multi-stage formulation) is compensated
by the iterative solution of the SUC using an MPC approach.
This helps to reduce the size of the SUC model and associated
computational burden, also facilitating the representation of
wind power profiles using state-of-the-art scenario generation
techniques that respect the inter-temporal correlations.

1) Scenario Generation and wind prediction: The qual-
ity of the decision making process from an SP is highly
dependent on the characterization of the probability space
of the uncertainty. SP requires a discrete set of scenarios
that represent a discrete approximation of the Probability
Distribution Function (PDF) [39]; a probability space poorly
represented by the scenarios will yield an unreliable solution,
and thus the generation of scenarios has to be carefully done.

In general, among the many techniques available to generate
scenarios to represent uncertainty, the following has been
demonstrated to generate credible RE power scenarios:
• Moment matching techniques [40], where a limited number

of discrete outcomes are generated that satisfy predefined

statistical properties.
• Internal sampling, which corresponds to a form of Monte

Carlo scenario generation [41].
• Statistic ensembles, which uses the information from the

confidence intervals within a prediction to generate credible
scenarios [42].

The selected method for the present work is statistic en-
sembles, since it intrinsically consider the accuracy of the
forecasting algorithm. The method also respects the temporal
correlation of forecast errors by embedding them in all the
scenarios for the horizon of interest [43]. This technique is
not computationally expensive; thus, once a forecast is issued,
it can be immediately applied.

In case a forecasting system for RE power is not available,
or if it is not possible to produce scenarios, the EMS can be
also provided with historical data. This approach may yield
more conservative results, as demonstrated in Section IV.

C. Implementation

The model is coded in the high-level optimization modeling
language GAMS [44], where the UC MILP problem and the
SHOPF NLP problem are solved using CPLEX 12.1 and
COIN-IPOPT 3.7 solvers, respectively. IPOPT requires the
user to provide a starting point with all variables within
bounds. In case this starting point is not provided, or if it
lies outside bounds for some variables, IPOPT runs a routine
to adjust the values until a valid starting point is found
[45]. However, due to the iterative nature of the approach,

a natural warm-start at each time-step is given by the solution
of the previous iteration. The EMS is assumed to have full
control over the dispatch of every DER in the microgrid,
and is provided with updated load and intermittent generation
forecasts according to its requirements. Hence, updated 24-
hours forecasts with 1-hour time-steps are assumed to be
available at each iteration of the SUC, whereas 75-minutes
forecasts with 5-minute time-steps are assumed to be available
for each iteration of the SHOPF.

The available methods to solve SP problems are discussed
in [16]. For this particular case, a direct Branch-and-Bound
algorithm is used instead of the more commonly used de-
composition techniques [46]. Although Branch-and-Bound is
not preferred for large scale systems due to computational
costs [47], it can be faster and more precise than the Bender’s
decomposition as reported in [48], which is also the case in
this paper, given the size of the microgrid dispatch problem.

IV. TEST SYSTEM

The designed stochastic-predictive EMS is tested on a mod-
ified version of the medium-voltage grid connected microgrid
presented in [49], which is a CIGRE distribution network
benchmark. A single-line diagram of the 16-bus, 12.47 kV test
system is shown in Fig. 5. This modified test system features
2 extra diesel units, with a combined capacity of 2,800 kW,
replace what was originally a connection to the main grid.
This configuration is typical of isolated microgrids, where
diesel generators are connected to the medium-voltage network
for distribution purposes, through a step-up transformer. The
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Fig. 5: Modified CIGRE microgrid benchmark.

system’s total installed capacity is 6,860 kW, including ESS
units and intermittent RE sources. The microgrid’s load is
unbalanced, with phase-a feeding 30.1%, phase-b 35.7%, and
phase-c 34.2% of the total load. Loads are considered a
combination of constant-impedance (Z) and constant-power
(PQ) loads, for a peak load of approximately 4,650 kW. All the
forecasts required for load and RE are obtained from real data
from real forecasting systems used in an isolated microgrid in
Huatacondo, Chile [50]. Load shedding and generation cur-
tailment from dispatchable generators were penalized strongly
in the objective function with costs of $ 5/kWh and $ 3/kWh,
respectively; RE-generation curtailment was alos allowed at
zero cost.

In this test system, the uncertainty is assumed to be asso-
ciated with the wind power forecast only, since the load and
solar power forecasts have narrow uncertainty bounds, and
hence have little impact on the resulting dispatches, which
are dominated by the wind uncertainty; thus, scenarios are
generated only for wind power profiles. However, the models
presented are general and can incorporate several sources of
uncertainty simultaneously.

It should be noted that, in order to better analyze the ability
of the stochastic EMS approach to determine suitable reserve
levels based on the uncertainty of the wind power forecast, no
deterministic reserve requirements have been used. However,
in a realistic application of the proposed algorithm, a minimum
reserve requirement should be included.

A. Study Cases

A number of study cases are presented in order to analyze
the performance of the proposed EMS under different sys-
tem conditions. The following study cases address important
aspects that may impact the performance of the system, i.e.
available storage capacity, scenario generation approach, and
length of the optimization window (horizon) of the SUC:
• Base Case: This corresponds to the test system presented

above. For the SUC, 100 scenarios are generated at each
hour based on the given 24-hour forecast. The SUC horizon
is set to n = 24 hours in order to capture complete cycles

of the load, solar and wind profiles. The SHOPF uses a
varying optimization horizon, ranging from 75 minutes to
15 minutes, with 5-minutes time-steps, as per Fig. 4.

• Deterministic Approach: For the purpose of benchmarking
the benefits of the stochastic formulation in the controller, a
comparison is made with respect to a deterministic UC for-
mulation (Det.Case), using the same system and parameters
as the Base Case.

• Perfect Information: This study case is a special case
of the deterministic approach, where the UC uses the
hourly-average of the wind power realization as a forecast
(Perf.Case). This is equivalent to having a “perfect” 24-
hour forecast with hourly resolution, which is a theoretical
exercise to assess the value of the SUC compared with a
deterministic approach using the best possible forecast.

• ESS Capacity: A higher ESS capacity is expected to posi-
tively impact the operational costs of the microgrid, due to
the higher operational flexibility, and may also have an effect
on the allocation of system reserves. Thus, 2 scenarios with
different additional ESS capacities are analyzed: 250 kW–
1,250 kWh (B250) and 500 kW–2,500 kWh (B500), which
represent a total battery-ESS capacity of 1050 kW and 1300
kW, respectively. In each case, the additional capacity is
included as a single battery-ESS unit located at Bus-1.

• Scenario Generation Approach: The approach used for
generation of scenarios may have an impact on the determi-
nation of system reserve and operational cost. In the study
case Hist.Data, the data from wind power profiles of the 30
preceding days are used as scenarios in the SUC, with all of
them assumed to have the same probability. Scenarios based
on unfiltered historical data (Hist.Data) do not take into
account the performance of the forecasting system. This may
lead to more conservative results (pessimistic scenarios);
hence, the suitability of using historical data needs to be
evaluated in case by case basis.

• SUC Optimization Window: The use of extended optimiza-
tion horizons can be expensive in terms of computation
times. An alternative to reduce the solution times is to reduce
the horizon considered in the optimization; however, this
alternative may negatively impact the unit commitment de-
cisions and proper management of energy storage resources
leading to more expensive solutions. To analyze this effect,
2 study cases with different SUC horizons are presented:
n = 8-hour (Var8), and n = 12-hour (Var12).
The impact of the imbalance has been taken into account

using the model discussed in [10], and hence not discussed
in this paper as part of the results.

B. Simulation Results

Results of the optimal dispatch of diesel units and battery-
ESS for the Base Case scenario are shown in Fig. 6 using
a stacked-area plot; the total load profile is shown, with the
remaining power (in white) being provided by the RE sources.
The optimal dispatch of battery-ESSs has been plotted in a
way to properly show charging and discharging cycles; thus,
negative areas in the figure correspond to charging cycles of
the batteries. Daily-average reserves, minimum instantaneous
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reserves, and reserves at peak-load for each case are shown
in Fig. 7. Reserve levels are calculated based on the unused
capacity of committed diesel generators and micro-turbine,
which corresponds to the classical notion of spinning reserves,
without including available ESS capacity.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed EMS
in terms of robustness, two indices are defined: eLOLE and
eLOEE. These indices are obtained from the solution of
the SUC, and are inspired in the Loss of Load Expectation
(LOLE) and Loss of Energy Expectation (LOEE) indices [51],
respectively, and defined as follows:

• eLOLE: Represents the number of scenarios for which
the SUC produces load shedding at t = 1, for the whole
simulation period of 24 hours (h = 1, ..., 24), divided by
the number of scenarios, as follows:

eLOLE :=

∑24
h=1

∑
ω∈Ω(Pω,h

shed,1 > 0)

KΩ
(12)

where:

(Pω,h
shed,1 > 0) =

{
1 if Pω,h

shed,1 > 0

0 otherwise
(13)

• eLOEE: Corresponds to the total energy shed in all the
scenarios at t = 1, for the whole simulation period of 24
hours, divided by the number of scenarios, as follows:

eLOEE :=

∑24
h=1

∑
ω∈Ω P

ω,h
shed,1

KΩ
(14)

It is important to note that by using a receding horizon
approach in the SUC, each hour of the simulated day cor-
responds to t = 1 of one of the iterations of the SUC.
Also, these indices assume that the uncertainty is properly
represented by the scenarios utilized; therefore, the indices
are only comparable if they are based on the same scenarios.
With this in mind, indices for study cases Hist.Data, Det.Case
and Perf.Case cannot be directly compared with the rest of the
study cases, since they use different scenarios. Indices eLOLE
and eLOEE for each scenario, together with the actual loss of
load over the 24-hour simulation, are presented in Table I. The
operational cost of the microgrid for each study case, defined
as the total cost of fuel plus the cost of load shedding, is
presented in Table II, together with the percent cost deviations
with respect to the Base Case.

TABLE I: Estimated Adequacy Indices

eLOLE eLOEE Loss of Load

[hours/day] [kWh/day] [hours/day]
Base Case 0.93 131.7 0
B250 0.35 9.8 0
B500 0.02 0.5 0
Var8 1.57 272.5 0
Var12 0.84 129.1 0
Hist.Data N/A N/A 0
Det.Case N/A N/A 1.1
Perf.Case N/A N/A 0

TABLE II: Operation Costs

Diesel Cost Load Shedding Total Deviation

US$/day US$/day US$/day %
Base Case 13,097.1 0.0 13,097.1 0.0
Det.Case 13,555.0 1,283.4 14,838.3 13.3
Perf.Case 13,498.4 0.0 13,498.4 3.1
Hist.Data 13,176.4 0.0 13,176.4 0.6
B250 12,980.3 0.0 12,980.3 -0.9
B500 12,944.1 0.0 12,944.1 -1.2
Var8 13,285.4 0.0 13,285.4 1.4
Var12 13,232.9 0.0 13,232.9 1.0

C. Discussion

Observe in Table II that the proposed stochastic formulation
(Base Case) outperforms the deterministic case (Det.Case)
in terms of operation cost. From the reserves point of view,
note that Det.Case is not able to commit enough reserves to
compensate for variations on the instantaneous wind power
with respect to the forecast, which results in the need to use
expensive load shedding.

The perfect information case (Perf.Case) performs better
than Det.Case in terms of total cost of operation, which is
expected since this approach uses the hourly averages of the
wind power realizations as forecast in the UC stage. However,
Perf.Case is also outperformed by the Base Case due to its
deterministic nature which is unable to consider the intra-hour
variations in the commitment. From the reserves perspective
this case also underperforms when compared to stochastic
formulations Base Case, Var12 and Hist.Data for the same
reason.

Cases with increased ESS capacity (B250 and B500) show
a reduction of costs as compared with the Base Case, with-
out affecting the levels of reserve, which is attributed to a
reduction in the use of more expensive diesel units due to
a more flexible operation of the system. Nevertheless, note
that the reduction of cost due to increased ESS capacity is
not directly proportional, since it depends on several other
factors such as the level of penetration of intermittent sources,
its correlation with the load profile, and the accuracy of the
forecasting system.

The Hist.Data case shows the effect of a more pessimistic
representation of the uncertainty, yielding more conservative
results, as can be seen from the high levels of reserve in Fig. 7.
This also yields slightly higher operation costs, due to the over
commitment of more expensive units. Note in this case that
the small difference in cost with respect to the Base Case is
due to the the particular cost characteristics of the units in the
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2.395594795 -0.068572785 -0.026856106 1.835456603 0.499999942 0.060000411 54
2.443083531 -0.060970275 -0.023428239 1.792794247 0.499999087 0.06000623 55
2.487042111 -0.041705072 -0.016723241 1.82284171 0.49999996 0.060000284 56
2.528496935 -0.018750911 -0.009014893 1.896441872 0.499999937 0.060000476 57

2.5729871 -0.045073501 -0.044228533 1.999985105 0.499997993 0.090992192 58
2.616105362 -0.057547484 -0.04757729 1.999998134 0.499999772 0.12199054 59
2.660082516 -0.095718911 -0.059820892 1.999999999 0.5 0.152990538 60
2.714103402 -0.262789067 -0.113482463 1.999999905 0.499999991 0.350000293 0.123206012 61
2.746433356 -0.238751624 -0.105844695 1.99999976 0.499999976 0.350001064 0.152206005 62
2.782865453 -0.190363155 -0.090420272 1.999994693 0.499999386 0.350174095 0.183141048 63
2.841916725 -0.178239482 -0.086618204 1.999999993 0.499999999 0.430166748 0.214140818 64
2.924801906 -0.182658415 -0.088061003 1.999999999 0.5 0.493961499 0.241181309 65

3.01386261 -0.179597439 -0.087098288 1.999999451 0.499999936 0.573919743 0.244522535 66
3.088317747 -0.166571185 -0.082942034 1.999999997 0.5 0.633003611 0.236606599 67
3.134001806 -0.152740472 -0.078525578 1.999999924 0.499999992 0.648760102 0.237036123 68
3.162343389 -0.138059753 -0.073837268 1.999999327 0.499999929 0.658169996 0.232065978 69
3.182674184 1.64E-10 9.95E-10 1.911888253 0.5 0.578169996 0.201065979 70
3.224865058 0.019714913 0.023426533 1.999999997 0.5 0.498169997 0.170065981 71

3.28145636 0.133195483 0.062429294 1.999999996 0.5 0.418170011 0.139066009 72
3.348015172 0.204154457 0.086784607 1.999999991 0.499999999 0.35000021 0.170020524 73
3.418016382 0.228066416 0.094994034 2 0.5 0.370972384 0.192170228 74
3.490392873 0.245098802 0.100864748 1.999999653 0.499999967 0.434097322 0.191781779 75
3.563743635 0.266761419 0.108326616 1.99999998 0.499999998 0.48753616 0.19487289 76

3.63655882 0.28893876 0.115990148 1.999999448 0.499999955 0.529474925 0.1995882 77
3.711147219 0.309490254 0.12314896 1.999999478 0.499999957 0.566929228 0.205391709 78
3.791288943 0.331468737 0.130846383 1.999999677 0.499999973 0.603177582 0.21184827 79

3.87811028 0.353794666 0.138719671 2 0.5 0.640687911 0.219463399 80
3.96312353 0.380936828 0.148124446 1.999999545 0.499999962 0.670377231 0.226428476 81
4.03199946 0.396563057 0.135993392 1.999999998 0.5 0.590377236 0.195428484 82

4.084956087 0.453103305 0.154982269 1.999999999 0.5 0.538120508 0.194375628 83
4.122002163 0.463499764 0.158568126 1.999999997 0.5 0.546910401 0.195828626 84
4.160857161 0.470955307 0.161176634 1.999999749 0.499999982 0.553903815 0.196931069 85
4.211621123 0.47706315 0.16329612 1.999999999 0.5 0.562133531 0.198314881 86
4.268918545 0.484572598 0.165889482 1.999999961 0.499999998 0.571106173 0.199968976 87
4.323201318 0.495775003 0.169659008 2 0.5 0.580527931 0.20187943 88
4.365791813 0.512138767 0.175185436 1.999999959 0.499999997 0.58692355 0.203211083 89
4.391012801 0.525246641 0.179594936 1.999999955 0.499999997 0.584096935 0.202360435 90
4.393882461 0.524818197 0.179473539 1.999999951 0.499999997 0.564033752 0.197344529 91
4.375050129 0.509958461 0.174526977 1.99999995 0.499999997 0.51462727 0.185617176 92
4.353619754 0.495755982 0.169794567 2 0.5 0.43564501 0.168035577 93
4.350990923 0.486268051 0.163063468 1.999999863 0.499999994 0.355645652 0.137037055 94
4.374713387 0.452322113 0.151779694 1.999999994 0.5 0.350000012 0.106037157 95
4.415500508 0.423900282 0.14167439 1.999999997 0.5 0.350000002 0.089330053 96

4.45368132 0.406844517 0.135462113 1.999999968 0.5 0.350000009 0.073499082 97
4.474686967 0.435540564 0.146001876 1.93255241 0.499999991 0.350000118 0.060000167 98
4.480132803 0.453429659 0.152396502 1.89321711 0.499999966 0.350000356 0.060000457 99
4.481643353 0.486426081 0.160273116 1.862183859 0.499999993 0.350000067 0.060000082 100
4.487056798 0.519667959 0.170257293 1.855159941 0.499999899 0.350000933 0.060001136 101
4.499025717 0.547300144 0.180489205 1.863577322 0.499999999 0.35000001 0.060000013 102
4.517606193 0.558706925 0.18844217 1.879553855 0.499999968 0.350000325 0.060000409 103
4.540033876 0.561460934 0.189590126 1.884590452 0.499999989 0.350000109 0.060000138 104
4.553915105 0.555929725 0.184750107 1.854777943 0.499999987 0.350000121 0.060000149 105
4.535663352 0.510342108 0.057888321 1.999999966 0.499999998 0.382223716 0.091000102 106
4.499486861 0.417416015 0.03184738 1.999999995 0.5 0.350000003 0.078680233 107
4.455062881 0.356929551 0.014286621 1.925250727 0.499999977 0.350000286 0.060000397 108
4.423830274 0.352941156 0.013900068 1.83259254 0.499999939 0.350000526 0.060000628 109
4.420297361 0.401456887 0.028022391 1.804821534 0.499999477 0.350004217 0.060004928 110
4.436383461 0.460706074 0.045207747 1.81569162 0.499999925 0.350000609 0.060000711 111
4.453972366 0.482541577 0.051529744 1.809048907 0.499999902 0.35000079 0.060000921 112
4.460811478 0.446146875 0.041012524 1.73247604 0.499999964 0.350000254 0.060000286 113

4.47249619 0.400813552 0.027903086 1.618336562 0.499999912 0.350000541 0.060000594 114
4.499146592 0.39018776 0.024831937 1.546345377 0.499999982 0.350000102 0.06000011 115
4.542478408 0.445126434 0.040723892 1.563131767 0.49999999 0.35000006 0.060000065 116

4.59615544 0.524072998 0.064851201 1.641949641 0.5 0.35 0.06 117
4.628810927 0.310275474 0.082620527 1.841949599 0.499999995 0.429999688 0.090999882 118
4.654613974 0.220042818 0.055712326 1.999999991 0.5 0.444706383 0.121999859 119
4.654144565 0.146533926 0.034315134 1.999999805 0.49999999 0.441403962 0.152994541 120
4.627877628 0.10245866 0.021853393 1.999999124 0.499999955 0.368522565 0.149200913 121
4.573380599 0.04491741 0.0012197 1.99999414 0.499999809 0.350008516 0.118207326 122
4.491855494 3.14E-06 1.57E-06 1.953355359 0.499999845 0.350002124 0.08721009 123
4.389628461 -3.29E-06 -1.50E-05 1.835715326 0.499997756 0.350019523 0.06002355 124

4.28018397 -1.94E-06 -4.99E-06 1.660629126 0.499999939 0.350000376 0.060000411 125
4.182206369 -0.020646287 -0.019723288 1.529234174 0.499999986 0.350000073 0.060000077 126
4.110915958 -0.051145099 -0.029722579 1.440758114 0.49999998 0.350000095 0.060000099 127
4.073820992 -0.061811935 -0.033262961 1.398385801 0.499997798 0.350010372 0.060010773 128
4.047759078 -0.058480636 -0.032222495 1.400242234 0.49999999 0.350000049 0.060000051 129
4.008857174 -0.15101052 -0.082982442 1.600242146 0.499999994 0.350000057 0.060000063 130
3.935118095 -0.236212004 -0.110231366 1.794443701 0.499999993 0.350000048 0.060000053 131
3.841668365 -0.221982087 -0.105745503 1.834579544 0.499999993 0.350000047 0.060000052 132
3.775280164 -0.027104574 -0.043560109 1.932245092 0.5 0.060000004 133
3.753780836 -0.072669692 -0.058018404 1.909104489 0.5 0.060000007 134
3.768381021 -0.132928778 -0.077118436 1.862358007 0.5 0.060000008 135
3.797065412 -0.191586949 -0.095746914 1.828724163 0.499999999 0.060000008 136
3.818047028 -0.225561348 -0.10653009 1.816165066 0.499999941 0.06000068 137
3.842369399 -0.244101654 -0.112341012 1.828354563 0.5 0.060000006 138
3.889589414 -0.250619468 -0.114382336 1.850049753 0.5 0.060000006 139
3.973115279 -0.255210788 -0.115882479 1.879540065 0.499999999 0.060000011 140
4.080542589 -0.294201374 -0.127904793 1.976186351 0.5 0.060000007 141
4.136002511 -0.193028737 -0.009236915 1.776187 0.499999685 0.060000562 142
4.166288972 2.27E-08 0.017156426 1.576187016 0.499999998 0.060000007 143
4.176276036 0.129569037 0.111737079 1.382088395 0.499999947 0.060000287 144
4.165225496 0.148178045 0.11860227 1.398928388 0.499999958 0.060000222 145
4.146697119 0.183042755 0.130756482 1.453948469 0.499999999 0.060000004 146
4.137210153 0.213786004 0.14194354 1.521766776 0.499999999 0.060000005 147
4.150166183 0.23160838 0.14845599 1.57432398 0.499999999 0.060000006 148

4.19304036 0.229112848 0.147603666 1.593791953 0.499999999 0.060000005 149
4.254106825 0.215511295 0.1427187 1.594078802 0.499999999 0.060000005 150
4.316098284 0.202371295 0.138023624 1.598697325 0.499999984 0.06000011 151
4.362774557 0.196118258 0.135826177 1.625338982 0.5 0.060000002 152
4.389061396 0.193187834 0.134757677 1.66090818 0.5 0.060000003 153
4.399330069 1.08E-07 0.150406255 1.860908158 0.499999999 0.060000084 154
4.379928581 9.47E-07 0.095358215 1.895341249 0.499999831 0.060002539 155
4.347542812 9.98E-08 0.088481526 1.861084916 0.499999695 0.060003654 156
4.289954422 -0.031813078 6.37E-06 1.569912378 0.499999978 0.35000012 0.060000127 157
4.261318662 -0.030506904 1.44E-06 1.549392903 0.499999995 0.350000027 0.060000029 158
4.235804116 -0.028265961 2.56E-05 1.536713563 0.499999866 0.350000698 0.060000734 159
4.210071228 -0.029159322 3.48E-06 1.521064862 0.499999951 0.350000252 0.060000264 160
4.183254659 -0.034437704 3.43E-08 1.494349766 0.5 0.350000003 0.060000003 161
4.164123763 -0.039764296 2.44E-05 1.465341328 0.49999984 0.350000788 0.060000821 162
4.163850406 -0.038177778 6.63E-07 1.445861283 0.499999992 0.35000004 0.060000041 163
4.187336146 -0.020583522 1.12E-07 1.444021252 0.499999999 0.350000007 0.060000007 164
4.214878001 -9.21E-06 1.93E-05 1.484848715 0.499999888 0.350000557 0.060000582 165
4.223048732 -0.080735716 0.001032638 1.684758357 0.499998532 0.350009813 0.060010712 166

4.19326368 -0.041166311 0.00927841 1.809693328 0.499999305 0.350005078 0.060005733 167
4.151216624 -1.24E-06 0.00608671 1.938497528 0.499999894 0.350001393 0.060001913 168
4.117049809 8.87E-09 0.013762437 1.999435036 0.499999999 0.350000036 0.063950888 169
4.100916809 -2.94E-05 -7.21E-07 1.934473917 0.4999998 0.350002017 0.060002533 170
4.109194488 -0.077046273 -1.43E-05 1.857431657 0.499999418 0.350004734 0.060005524 171
4.132618438 -0.137491335 -2.30E-07 1.797854628 0.499999999 0.350000007 0.060000007 172
4.154497181 -0.147329564 -0.001755681 1.792301983 0.499999999 0.350000006 0.060000007 173
4.165863603 -0.127869624 -0.00017466 1.816637742 0.49999903 0.350007405 0.060008496 174
4.162265642 -0.107795267 -0.000169517 1.839414193 0.499997456 0.35002048 0.06002385 175
4.142005984 -0.114465279 -6.12E-06 1.837193099 0.499999966 0.350000275 0.060000319 176
4.117113578 -0.141317045 -0.000103334 1.821395431 0.49999974 0.350001991 0.060002286 177
4.102570856 -0.119947125 -0.058603458 1.815496984 0.499998046 0.350014829 0.060016996 178
4.107756873 -0.124028385 -0.05991636 1.803172017 0.499999466 0.350003974 0.060004533 179
4.122855569 -0.118883636 -0.058233787 1.80023397 0.499999282 0.350005362 0.060006121 180
4.132398327 -0.110560906 -0.055515922 1.802790697 0.499999603 0.350002985 0.060003416 181
4.125173577 -0.100569006 -0.052270675 1.802584567 0.499999062 0.350007038 0.060008046 182
4.109079017 -0.091283936 -0.049251847 1.801011471 0.499999569 0.3500032 0.060003648 183
4.096608905 -0.085190302 -0.047275856 1.801608249 0.499997863 0.350015802 0.060017995 184

4.09606135 -0.082654906 -0.046448827 1.806232561 0.499998038 0.350014631 0.060016699 185
4.100264021 -0.079006077 -0.045262403 1.816089986 0.499999568 0.350003285 0.060003773 186
4.098284947 -0.070023753 -0.042352601 1.834591255 0.499999724 0.350002199 0.060002556 187
4.080792572 -0.054252759 -0.037248128 1.861452684 0.49999708 0.350024626 0.060029096 188
4.044645811 -0.046510309 -0.03473895 1.88835234 0.499999488 0.350004561 0.060005483 189
3.994843928 -0.128001108 -0.067062816 1.999999425 0.499999999 0.350000011 0.060000016 190
3.916196056 -0.16382054 -0.078699298 1.96933829 0.5 0.350000005 0.060000007 191
3.832199678 -0.215328341 -0.095314858 1.934627683 0.5 0.350000003 0.060000004 192
3.761988027 -0.045934855 -0.04029561 1.991823983 0.499999958 0.060001352 193
3.705696556 -0.058161788 -0.044252602 1.999324355 0.499999992 0.060000231 194
3.659962991 -0.048685163 -0.041216615 1.999994742 0.499999932 0.060003922 195
3.611686286 -0.069419829 -0.047904585 1.999999969 0.499999999 0.060000063 196
3.551563862 -0.151359825 -0.074351033 1.999569852 0.49999992 0.060001965 197
3.476274484 -0.221471068 -0.097062529 1.938918702 0.5 0.060000006 198
3.394642657 -0.282010972 -0.116692706 1.887726795 0.499999968 0.060000336 199
3.307381986 -0.309852344 -0.125693162 1.856465323 0.499999998 0.060000019 200
3.218907764 -0.315966779 -0.12768093 1.834523871 0.49999995 0.06000041 201
3.148020171 -0.451018862 -0.066253939 1.887837768 0.49999979 0.060001877 202
3.077159283 -0.464492233 -0.071473488 1.844114512 0.5 0.060000001 203
3.016910612 -0.47981204 -0.077380284 1.788556262 0.499999969 0.060000225 204
2.966404021 -0.494118268 -0.083699469 1.74715434 0.5 0.060000001 205
2.922605644 -0.49765344 -0.085041607 1.726020222 0.499999932 0.060000431 206
2.886592795 -0.491702018 -0.082756179 1.730314844 0.499999999 0.060000004 207
2.859984542 -0.474480487 -0.076056542 1.754833317 0.499999976 0.060000156 208
2.844930305 -0.446920142 -0.065278231 1.794083827 0.499999894 0.060000703 209
2.842974119 -0.412918153 -0.051193159 1.826764871 0.499999999 0.06000001 210
2.856250234 -0.39093959 -0.042761752 1.850277186 0.499999974 0.060000196 211
2.883589074 -0.39248725 -0.04349287 1.860506833 0.5 0.060000001 212

2.91782501 -0.413977324 -0.051834801 1.884035781 0.499999886 0.060000893 213
2.926236871 -0.266002937 -1.67E-07 1.68403746 0.499999816 0.060000637 214
2.929869567 -0.053822352 0.006691088 1.5262379 0.499999393 0.060003264 215
2.928817478 -0.034773117 0.01310901 1.581328564 0.499999949 0.060000287 216
2.910160077 -0.025147372 0.015989318 1.595117999 0.499999995 0.060000027 217
2.873573338 -0.02488582 0.011511465 1.527656208 0.49999985 0.06000081 218
2.833225418 -0.006560954 0.006587543 1.44952132 0.499999983 0.060000089 219
2.806999601 -1.67E-06 0.013276849 1.484471895 0.499999976 0.060000125 220
2.809209163 -6.81E-07 0.034373204 1.68124356 0.499999855 0.060000884 221
2.827796732 1.29E-05 0.086790592 1.881221398 0.499999503 0.060005319 222
2.825770796 2.98E-08 0.089087274 1.954750835 0.499999986 0.06000019 223
2.773186354 -1.89E-06 0.017953285 1.786772333 0.499999987 0.06000009 224
2.719332147 -0.100977852 -0.026619523 1.586773185 0.499999813 0.060000433 225
2.688460198 -0.096874874 -0.034950428 1.3867735 0.499999938 0.060000141 226
2.691259745 1.65E-06 1.44E-06 1.355299663 0.499999971 0.060000137 227
2.724315211 0.055095822 0.016535722 1.55524458 0.499999225 0.060004693 228
2.762823318 0.068304023 0.020646402 1.754596107 0.499999873 0.060000831 229

2.77837168 0.064434333 0.019027386 1.746772921 0.499999818 0.060001175 230
2.779055169 0.037154719 0.01004803 1.619800815 0.49999994 0.060000346 231
2.783066298 0.018403691 0.00408911 1.476017591 0.4999999 0.060000517 232
2.795602754 0.018669964 0.004660573 1.410993805 0.499999992 0.06000004 233

2.80142898 0.061825834 0.019053379 1.394439186 0.499999907 0.060000453 234
2.78439172 0.114184872 0.036349498 1.448790519 0.499999904 0.060000488 235

2.740530566 0.178924073 0.057164216 1.544728035 0.499999703 0.060001621 236
2.698277339 0.22688688 0.073016084 1.664534883 0.499999709 0.060001757 237
2.684332747 0.234627066 0.066895637 1.776019095 0.499999781 0.060001457 238
2.716954874 0.231003042 0.065759396 1.775895987 0.49999992 0.060000536 239
2.785410693 0.206242922 0.057699255 1.743880162 0.499999987 0.060000086 240
2.872562244 0.17704422 0.048238209 1.743001486 0.499999895 0.060000673 241
2.956755265 0.188776554 0.052608344 1.769705741 0.49999992 0.060000564 242
3.013708469 0.22420922 0.064230233 1.807487938 0.499999909 0.060000743 243
3.019086174 0.252178112 0.073378957 1.833181967 0.499999913 0.060000781 244
2.962308838 0.24954504 0.072484945 1.831082185 0.5 0.060000001 245

2.89354942 0.227982103 0.065390049 1.815563465 0.499999787 0.060001642 246
2.877364971 0.205787438 0.058115609 1.810461652 0.5 0.060000003 247

2.95559439 0.189505051 0.052830578 1.844211491 0.499999993 0.060000068 248
3.081089741 0.198823862 0.055726333 1.885948625 0.499999997 0.060000037 249
3.184498215 0.319680601 0.149559801 1.751502109 0.5 0.06 250
3.199746197 0.356733722 0.162534396 1.778536803 0.499999948 0.06000043 251
3.150903172 0.393761989 0.175451521 1.794187913 0.5 0.06 252
3.073639816 0.413598268 0.182392358 1.807604279 0.499999986 0.060000112 253
2.996891389 0.403840817 0.179003121 1.818426734 0.499999948 0.060000425 254
2.932868438 0.365346577 0.165498877 1.806522331 0.5 0.06 255
2.892283824 0.297865115 0.141867597 1.755231702 0.5 0.06 256
2.888020459 0.24540139 0.123505286 1.613967487 0.499999998 0.06000001 257

2.90172974 0.20295492 0.108682042 1.463353048 0.5 0.06 258
2.900501908 0.183778483 0.102074639 1.368641521 0.499999999 0.060000004 259
2.862172472 0.233000123 0.119282441 1.324289817 0.499999995 0.060000023 260
2.814403729 0.299819929 0.142553221 1.356505951 0.5 0.06 261
2.790037002 0.366729131 0.038729303 1.541106943 0.5 0.06 262
2.820219569 0.39334236 0.046646165 1.626475225 0.5 0.06 263
2.866777015 0.400042695 0.048636841 1.680911222 0.499999981 0.060000115 264
2.885999257 0.392386827 0.046351795 1.686064141 0.5 0.060000002 265
2.848663106 0.374887048 0.041130029 1.635134564 0.499999997 0.060000018 266
2.780374939 0.355048814 0.035212304 1.555085888 0.5 0.060000002 267
2.720178031 0.34157684 0.031196677 1.480469631 0.5 0.060000002 268
2.695757009 0.337596976 0.030015345 1.441475355 0.5 0.06 269
2.691702924 0.339795961 0.030676039 1.432571343 0.499999995 0.060000024 270
2.682005929 0.345129735 0.032266563 1.437027528 0.5 0.06 271
2.649142012 0.346241052 0.032592738 1.44574308 0.499999987 0.060000065 272
2.610174581 0.336996769 0.029833643 1.456796862 0.499999986 0.060000074 273
2.582249558 0.11327567 0.025257824 1.656796775 0.499999999 0.06000001 274
2.597991052 0.068169169 0.010471735 1.675823567 0.499999994 0.060000039 275
2.619685462 0.054226541 0.006237987 1.64718417 0.499999997 0.060000017 276
2.605232985 0.045743527 0.003102685 1.623814678 0.499999996 0.060000023 277
2.528432653 0.046753102 0.002949183 1.612023253 0.499999919 0.060000468 278
2.426863518 0.050495437 0.004633067 1.60990378 0.499999999 0.060000003 279
2.351827075 0.051005115 0.005291233 1.60874945 0.499999999 0.060000009 280
2.339435206 0.045157115 0.003417401 1.598710275 0.5 0.06 281

2.37591788 0.036772919 0.001116547 1.582487873 0.499999927 0.060000412 282
2.435390592 0.030661165 1.54E-06 1.568418244 0.5 0.06 283
2.490557979 0.033643164 0.00012531 1.562978955 0.5 0.060000002 284
2.513068447 0.051911958 0.005037667 1.568719299 0.5 0.060000002 285

513.1866779 142.499956 43.83703716 22.47804226
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Fig. 6: Optimal dispatch obtained by the EMS: Base Case.

test system, and may increase in system with more dissimilar
generators’ costs.

Study cases with reduced SUC look-ahead windows (Var8
and Var12) show poor performance in terms of operation costs,
making them comparable to Det.Case; however, they do not
yield actual load shedding. The higher costs of these study
cases are associated with their limited ability to foresee future
system conditions.

In terms of system adequacy, the proposed indices show that
higher levels of ESS capacity will yield lower eLOLE and
eLOEE indices, improving the reliability of the system. Also,
observe that study cases with reduced look-ahead windows,
although more expensive, do not necessarily improve the
system adequacy.

1) Primary Controllers: The results shown in Section IV-
B represent an approximation of the actual microgrid dispatch
based on 5-minute updates of the SHOPF routine; defining
the set-points of local (primary) controllers of DG units.
The actual system conditions of the microgrid in real time
are a result of the actions of local controllers (e.g., droop
controllers) [6], with the stability of the microgrid depending
on their parameters, which can be adjusted to ensure grid
stability taking the dispatch settings obtained by the SHOPF
as a given.

2) Non-convexity of the SHOPF: As previously mentioned,
the formulation of the SHOPF yields a non-convex NLP
formulation; thus, the NLP solver (IPOPT) is only able to find
locally optimum solutions of the problem. In addition, due to
the inherent sub-optimality of the solution, the non-convexity
of the SHOPF might also produce inconsistent solutions if the
solver “jumps” between local minima in consecutive solutions
of the algorithm, yielding varying dispatch commands. This
problem is minimized by providing an appropriate starting
point to the NLP solver as follows: in every run of the
SHOPF in the simulation, the previous solution is used as
a starting point, since the new solution is likely to lie in the
neighborhood of the previous one.

3) The value of SUC vs perfect information: As discussed
in Section II-A, the use of a SUC approach is able to consider
not only the forecast errors with hourly resolution, but also

the intra-hour power fluctuations, which is described by Fig.
8. Figure8-(a), analogous to Fig.2-(a), shows the wind power
realization together with a sample of the scenarios and their
bounds for the 24-hour look-ahead window, at time step t = 1.
Observe that even if the forecasting system was able to predict
the hourly average of the realization, the system would still be
subject to the intra-hour variations. Furthermore, the close up
in Fig.8-(b) shows that the scenarios are able to capture most
of these variations, yielding hedged commitment solutions.
The advantages of the SUC approach are also confirmed by
the results shown in Table II. Moreover, the extra hedging
is reflected by the reserve margin results in Fig. 7, which
show that using an SUC approach provide better reserve
performance.

D. Computational Performance

The EMS performance was tested for each study case and
24 hours of operation. Computational times averaged 11s per
iteration of the NLP (SHOPF), and 93s per iteration of the
MILP (SUC). Solution times of the SUC were fairly constant
over the 24 hour simulation periods, whereas solution times
for SHOPF ranged from approximately 60s for the largest
window (15 time-steps, after an SUC update) to approximately
2s for the shortest window (4 time-steps, right before the SUC
update and window extension). Note that these times can be
considered realistic, since the EMS was tested on a fairly large
isolated microgrid with a wide variety of DGs, and allow
the implementation of the proposed approach for real-time
applications, since the results can be obtained in less than
the considered 5-minute window for the EMS.

E. Implementation Considerations

The actual implementation of the proposed algorithm in a
real microgrid should take into account potential convergence
issues of the SHOPF problem, which are more likely to appear
when the SHOPF transitions from a small look-ahead window
to a larger one. In this regard, it is important to note that during
the transition, the shortest horizon overlaps with the longest
one, meaning that the EMS has a solution available for the
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Fig. 8: SUC scenarios and wind power realization for (a) 24-h
window, and (b) close-up.

following 10 minutes. In case of a convergence failure, addi-
tional heuristics can be included in the implementation, such
as keeping the best available solution, and letting the primary
controllers adjust the mismatches, or solving the SHOPF with
a shorter look-ahead window to ease convergence.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a novel EMS architecture and
algorithm for isolated microgrids with the presence of in-
termittent energy sources. The proposed approach combined
the advantages of stochastic mathematical formulations and
close tracking of variations in order to produce an economical
and reliable microgrid dispatch. The decomposition of the
energy management problem allowed to obtain UC decisions
and dispatch commands with different strategies and levels
of detail, according to the requirements of each optimization
problem.

The proposed EMS was tested under different configurations
in order to obtain the most suitable combination of parameters,
obtaining the best results when used with a 24 hour look-a-
head window and scenarios generated with a technique that
best represents the uncertainty. The results show a superior
performance in terms of total operation cost of the cases where
a stochastic formulation of the UC problem is used instead of
a deterministic one (see Table II), which justifies using the
proposed approach.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows:

• The paper extends on the recent paper [10] on deterministic
EMS of isolated microgrids by including a stochastic UC
formulation within the proposed EMS architecture, using
an MPC approach. This required a modification of the
previously proposed architecture to accommodate different
time steps of the SUC and SHOPF formulations, and the
implementation of a shrinking horizon for the SHOPF in
order to properly use the ESSs as a hedging mechanism
against uncertainty. The resulting architecture is unique
in terms of the modeling detail, and the combination of
techniques to provide the best performance of the microgrid
EMS under uncertainty.

• The performance and feasibility of the proposed stochastic-
predictive EMS was tested and demonstrated for different
configurations in a realistic microgrid test system.
Developing algorithms with different approaches to handle

forecasting information and uncertainty is the next step in this
research.
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